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About This Game

Dawnshadow is a modern RPG styled after the great 8-bit classics of old. Follow the adventures of "Sai" Wulfgar, a psychic orc
with various reptilian pets in the struggle for freedom from imprisonment by the god of darkness and destruction.

Which sounds silly written out like that.

Features

Experience an original story and world presented in a classic style.

Defeat your foes in a streamlined active-time battle system.

Use Sai's psychic shackles to turn vicious foes into loyal pets.
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Craft arms and armor to tailor Sai's abilities to your liking.

Befriend or oppose gods and monsters alike in your quest for freedom.

See two whole endings with 16 - 32 hours of gameplay. Maybe more. Depends how you count.

Speaking of counting, so many powers of 2.

Don't forget...

What was I saying?
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epic of serinor dawnshadow

must say i was really looking forward to playing this game online and feel i have been ripped off with the game being sold with
no online play. Great platforming sidescroller! really interresting to play through the levels, and very challenging time trials that
are fun! 10\/10. Either you don't know what your next step is,
or you read the diary and instead of clues get the solution

Lots of text even if you click something irrelevant

Didn't get the story. As a Borderlands fanboy. I laughed. I cried. I adored it.. Graphics, music, story and everything is amazing
but the massive deal breaker are the controls. The game is buggy and the controls are so
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Have not been able to finish the game\/story because of the controls.
Would not reccomend.. I've never thought that killing myself could be that cute and fun!. very nice labyrinth game with cool
retro music and easy achievments. I bought this for the neat looking graphics, and because it was on sale.. Wasn't worth it.
You're placed into a random level each time, and each level takes 15-30 seconds to complete.Once you complete it, you're sent
to a "continue or return to base" screen. If you hit continue, you're in for another 15-30 second level, and there's no real reason
to go back to base, unless you're low on health or out of ammo (or if you've been instructed to go back). I heard this game wsa a
fun challenge, but, and I know I'm only 2 hours in, it's not challenging at all. 10 seconds of stupid-easy gameplay, load next,
repeat. And the graphics really aren't that good. They're unique, but nothing special. Don't buy this game.
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+ Liked the inclusion of the match 3 mini-game (though what it has to do with interior design really is a mystery)
+ Unusual setting for a VN
+ I liked the inclusion of a f\/f route
+ Variety of characters with unique backgrounds

- Very short (I completed all endings in 57 minutes and the rest of the playtime is idling for cards)
- Boring story (you don't really do much aside from go out to eat and go to work)
- Characters don't really seem different to each other voice-wise and you don't actually get to interact with them much
- There's one part that plays a lengthy audio clip of spoken dialogue with no subtitles. If you like 'Pixel Art' on your phone, but
you want do click something on your computer, this game is your jam.. \u57fa\u7840\u5efa\u7acb\u5728\u6dd8\u91d1\u70ed\u
8fc7\u540e\u7f8e\u56fd\u897f\u90e8\u7684\u4e16\u754c\u89c2\uff0c\u5c11\u5973\u5bfb\u6c42\u5192\u9669\u7684\u6545\
u4e8b\u3002
\u4e0d\u8d35\uff0c\u6709\u5361\u3002
\u6f2b\u753b\u5f0f\u7684\u6f14\u51fa\u548c\u8fc7\u573a\u3002\u73a9\u8d77\u6765\u5c31\u50cf\u662f\u5728\u8bfb\u4e0
0\u672c\u80fd\u4e92\u52a8\u7684\u6f2b\u753b\u4e00\u6837\u3002
\u5f53\u7136\u6ca1\u6709\u4e2d\u6587\u6240\u4ee5\u4f60\u5f97\u8ba4\u8bc6\u82f1\u6587\u624d\u597d\u73a9\u3002\u59
7d\u5728\u867d\u7136\u662f\u5947\u5e7b\u8bbe\u5b9a\u4e0d\u8fc7\u6574\u4f53\u7684\u8bcd\u6c47\u96be\u5ea6\u5e94\u
8be54\u7ea7\u5de6\u53f3\u5c31\u80fd\u987a\u5229\u9605\u8bfb\u4e86\u3002
\u4eba\u7269\u7684\u7acb\u7ed8\u8d28\u91cf\u5f88\u9ad8\u3002 \u6bcf\u79cd\u8868\u60c5\u59ff\u52bf\u90fd\u662f\u5b
8c\u5168\u4e0d\u540c\u7684\u7acb\u7ed8\uff0c\u975e\u5e38\u826f\u5fc3\u3002
\u4ef7\u683c\u8fd8\u5f88\u597d\u3002

\u4e00\u53e5\u8bdd\u8bc4\u4ef7\uff1a
\u53ea\u8981\u4f60\u80fd\u8bfb\uff0c\u5c31\u95ed\u7740\u773c\u775b\u4e70\u5427

For English speakers:
I didn't finished it so far so this review is based on my experiece of part of the game. I won't judge the story at this stage.
Pros:
1. The localization is really well done. It even gives u a false feeling that this game was developed by English speakers.
2. Unique and amazing style to present the dialoge. It's like reading a fasnating interactive Comic Book.
3. The art style is AMAZING. U got a lot of CGs. U have totally different painting for different face, not just swapping texture
of eyes or mouth. It also fits game's wild west theme perfectly.
4. The PRICE, but not the quality, is CHEAP. Only 7.64$ after 15off. It would literally cost u only about 6$ because it comes
with Cards. Compared to those developers and publishers which keeps spamming money grabbing titles,  No, I'm not talking
about SAKURA series this one definitely worth it's price tag.

Cons:
The map. Yes, it's the map. Mountain range should never be drawn in that way if there's a lake near it. It looks like the lake is
floating over the mountain range. It's a tiny flaw and affects nothing I guess, if u dont have OCD but it's really easy to fix.

It's not voice acted. What's a pity.

OVERALL: 9.773\/10
It's a great game with great price. Give it a try and it won't fail u.. u can have ur friend dress up like trump and shoot them in the
head over and over and over.

for $8 its well worth the money
there are some crazy power-ups.
its a fast paced twitch shooter
the graphics simple so any potato pc can run it
the character customization is funny.
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i had previously given this game a bad review but over night the dev addressed just about everything i had against the game

the game is a simple shooter with wacky power-ups and game modes and it only 8 beans. check it out. The Silverfall "RPG"
series is a classic "Dungeons & Dragons" element styled Hack-N-Slash\Action ,"1st person\Top-Down" camera view, Role
Playing Game... The video graphics have a classically nostalgic and retroactive feel to them; in the good, old-fashioned sense of
the RPG gaming past, and are quite reminiscent of former, Historic, Role-Playing Game Classics as; "Diablo", Dungeon Siege I
& II, Gauntlet, Golden Axe, Risen, or even The early Elder Scrolls Series Games such as ; Daggerfall I & II, Legends
Battlespire, Arena, or even Morrowind... Silverfall, is a great game for; beginner "RPG" Gamer Fans, Casual "Gaming", or for
Die-Hard RPG enthusiasts that love a good old-fashioned "chop and romp" down a "D & D" themed memory lane! So, create
your classic Role-Playing Character; Mage, Warrior, Cleric, role-type, and get ready to rumble with all sorts of fantasy creatures
as you enjoy this good-old blast from the past!

RustedRazor
03-10-2019

The Dawnshadow Approaches:
Greetings from Serinor, everybody.

Danwshadow is on pace for its solstice release. What better way to celebrate the passing of the longest night of the year than by
than by joining Sai in his quest to be free from the darkness? Add Dawnshadow to your wishlist now to make sure you get your
reminder. Since who has free memory for things like that during the holiday season?

If you want to keep up with the latest Epic of Serinor news during the long, intervening month, follow the game on Steam, like 
Epic of Serinor on Facebook[www.facebook.com], or check out the official Serinor Development Blog
[eoserinor.blogspot.com]. Those will give you access to details on the making of Serinor, space to ask the developer questions,
and links to outside reviews as they come in.

So stay safe and healthy as we await the coming of the Dawnshadow. Remember: even raptors need their beauty sleep.

See you on the solstice.. Tutorial Update:
Epic of Serinor: Dawnshadow has been updated with significantly expanded tutorials. The biggest feedback from early players
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of Dawnshadow was the difficulty of picking up on its core systems. The players were fine with those systems once they
understood them, but needed a bit more help to figure out what was going on in the first place. This update aims to address
those initial concerns.

 Controls will be displayed on-screen before initial launch.

 Additional menu navigation tutorials added to first floors of the Shadowed Citadel.

 Additional combat tutorials added when first accessing features in battle.

 Adjusted layout of most floors in the Shadowed Citadel to make accessible areas easier to identify.

This mostly involves widening or repositioning doors to make them more visible. It also includes adding some one-time
interrupt text to combat to describe what's happening and what the player can do. Hopefully it will help make getting into the
flow of things easier for new players.. The Dawnshadow Arrives:
Epic of Serinor: Dawnshadow is now available for purchase! Buy Dawnshadow for 10% off during its launch week.

See you in Serinor!
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